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I. SETTING THE VISION
“Creating a sustainable future for Brookfield’s commercial core.” This concept has fueled
emotional debates and set land use and transportation policy for the Bluemound Corridor over
the past decade. In short, there has been growing concern that the development patterns,
traffic flow, and emerging real estate trends along Bluemound Road are not in the long-term
interest of the Brookfield community.
But what exactly is the problem? The typical answers only describe its negative effects: traffic
congestion, pollution, a declining economic base, environmental degradation, anonymity,
wavering tenant occupancy, etc. Ironically, the true answer to this question lies at the heart of
one of the most successful real estate ventures in the region. Simply put, the problems
associated with the Bluemound Road Corridor lie in the community’s historical preferences. It
is the product of exactly what the region has craved for over thirty years: a community defined
by wide collector streets and arterials, single-use land patterns, large buffers and setbacks,
ultimate convenience from the car, and a responsive marketplace to deliver such development.
It is an impressive output of a very efficient legislative and land development system and has
generated a strong and healthy tax base while it evolved. But despite the quality of individual
developments along Bluemound Road, the Corridor itself suffers from its own success. There is
too much of the same and, as a result, it fails to deliver the sense of place and experience
current generations have come to expect.
Path to Alternative Future
There are solutions to this dilemma. Across the nation, much effort has been spent over the
past decade conceiving alternative development models to address similar development
patterns. These alternatives have been conceived to maintain the community’s economic engine
while allowing for its sustainable future. The result of this effort is development that follows
many of the traditional town planning principles practiced at the beginning of the last century. It
is an approach that promotes a town-centered experience that is transit and pedestrian-friendly,
has a greater mix of housing, commercial and retail uses, and preserves open space and
environmental amenities in a defined public realm. It is a concept that has quickly garnered
market support and communities across the country have gained market share through its
hometown approach leading to a walkable environment in which one may live, work, shop and
play.
But when one analyzes the current condition of the Bluemound Road Corridor, it becomes
apparent that this approach is faced with real challenges, as there is no “one-size-fits-all” answer.
Its solutions must deal directly with the difficult realities of its built condition: multiple and
fragmented ownership, a freeway-scaled highway, owners of cash-flowing commercial buildings
without apparent motivation for change, a “Not In My Backyard” (NIMBY) mentality,
conventional zoning and plan approval processes, and an aging physical environment where the
whole is definitely not greater than the sum of its parts.
Refining the Vision
Regardless of the challenges suburban reinvestment is faced with, it cannot succeed without a
strong and clear vision for the community’s future. The leadership of the most proactive
mature suburbs understands this and actively pursues the preparation of vision plans with
emphasis on implementation strategies. The visioning process performed in the Calhoun Road
South Neighborhood Plan (July 2001) reflects such proactive leadership as it was one in which
the overall community was engaged in a dialogue to determine its desired collective identity,
while being educated to the realities of the local development marketplace. Its process was tied
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to the creation of authentic experiences; as such authenticity is seen as lacking amidst
Bluemound Road’s collection of disconnected neighborhoods and strip centers.
This Vision focused on the establishment of stronger linkages between existing neighborhood
assets and activity generators while proposing key new development in the form of targeted infill
projects aimed at implementing these linkages while delivering community-building uses. As this
is outside the traditional development approach and represents developments that would
compete with other new development in easier locations (greenfields), this Vision proposed the
City to assume a “master-developer” role as there are no longer large development interests
actively pursuing multiple sites through a common vision within the Corridor, or developers
focused on sites with enough critical mass to turn the tide of the market’s perception of the
Bluemound experience. In addition to providing planning solutions, this process also conceived
of implementation tools the community may utilize including development incentives, fast track
processing, and the possibility of strategic land acquisition for redevelopment purposes.
Brookfield Square Area Revitalization
Upon completion of the Calhoun Road South Neighborhood Plan, the City established its first
Community Development Authority (CDA) as recommended in the City’s 2020 Master Plan to
undertake the implementation of the Plan’s vision. Brookfield Square is the City’s number one
initiative in the 2002-2004 Strategic Plan established by the Common Council in May 2002. Due
to its importance as an anchoring district to the Bluemound Corridor and its sizable portion of
the City’s commercial tax base, repositioning the Brookfield Square Mall area has become the
initial focus of the CDA’s efforts. The Vision identified carefully planned and coordinated infill
reinvestment within this area as having the largest chance for its successful revitalization. This
study analyzes both the larger study area around the mall (the Study Area), and proposes
specific recommendations in the specific area to the west of the Mall (the Initial Focus Area) as
it provided the largest opportunity for revitalization.
Despite the amount of retail and office space within the Mall area, it fails to provide Brookfield
with a meaningful center of activity, a place where the community can gather and identify with
each other in an environment not defined by “Product” alone. But due to the built-out reality of
this area, the only available land to develop is the underutilized land between existing buildings
such as setbacks, parking lots and sites for future phasing, or the redevelopment of the
developed properties themselves. By its very nature, this represents an exercise in infill
development, or urban acupuncture, aimed at adding buildings at key locations to create synergies
of program and activity while recasting the sensibility of the overall place. Such infill is difficult
to achieve due to its expense and complicated transactions. As a result, it is recommended that
the City enter into a series of public/private partnerships to offer new investment vehicles to
the private marketplace and to begin the momentum of change in this important district. These
partnerships will be detailed later in this document and their planning context is described in the
following.
As we begin to look at the Initial Focus Area in more detail, subtle refinements have been made
to the original vision as shown in the Calhoun Road South Neighborhood Plan (July 2001). It
may be necessary for the Plan Commission to adopt these changes to the original vision
accordingly.
The (New) Brookfield Square Mall
Although there have been a host of refinements to the general mall program in the US over the
past three decades, its basic development model remains the same. It continues to be defined
by a massive internalized structure ringed with acres of parking while being wholly detached
from its adjacent community; and its consumer only goes there to Shop (and be entertained). It
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offers an entirely privatized experience that is ultimately judged on the strength of its
merchandizing. The Brookfield Square Mall is consistent with this type of development, and has
not received a significant amount of reinvestment related to its basic model during its lifetime.
Over the last decade, the market has begun to move away from this type of interaction as the
format has become expected and less engaging as an experience. Ironically, the motivating
reasons fueling this trend identifies the opportunity for reinvigorating its experience. It is not
the retail program that is the problem; it is the format’s inability to deliver an authentic and
engaging experience (regardless of the interior architecture). Its single use, traffic framework,
parking layout, anonymous building massing, abstract exterior building design, and internalized
focus lead to this inability.
It appears Brookfield Square has suffered from both this trend and an out-positioning by its
competitive marketplace. We believe the successful approach for the revitalization of the Mall
lies in both a careful re-tenanting and merchandizing plan for the mall program itself as well as
deliberate efforts to connect back to the adjacent neighborhood framework through a new
system of pedestrian-friendly streets. This approach intends to redefine the mall’s perception as
being a “project” towards being a “place” defined by an adjacent mixed-use urban neighborhood
with regional identity. The parcelization of the mall should be redefined to accommodate this
exterior development and related joint ventures. To offset the added expense in project-related
infrastructure, public/private partnerships should also be prepared with the landowners.
Justification for such subsidies would be based on the owner’s ability to implement the
community’s visioning.
The (New) Executive Drive
Office parks across the country are beginning to experience a change in market expectation and
related market pressures. Many in the new generation of corporate America no longer see the
single-use suburban office park with lush vegetation and internal amenities in a single use format
as being the only desirable environment to work within. The rise in loft office conversions in
most urban areas reflects this trend as many companies are finding their physical context to be a
major factor in attracting key talent. Their employees do not want to have to drive five miles for
lunch and fifteen miles to go home while fighting traffic during each trip. Instead, they are
seeking housing, retail and restaurants near work. They desire an interesting place with
walkable streets.
Certainly, this is not to say that this reflects the majority opinion of the entire marketplace; but
it does signal a change to the status quo. We have witnessed older suburban office parks such
as that along Executive Drive as being the hardest hit by this change in attitude. Indeed, we have
learned that the Executive Drive properties are experiencing a decline in lease rates and quality
of tenants as the primary product they can offer is the quality of their buildings themselves. At
this level, there is always a newer building further out on undeveloped land, or “greenfields.”
We view the opportunity for Executive Drive is to retool its program by infilling other
complementary uses including housing, retail, day care, hospitality, and even health care in a
walkable format. When creatively applied, this infill approach should preserve portions of its
landscaped campus and leverage public funding for the amount of structured parking or
infrastructure required creating developable land opportunities. We believe this infill
development combined with the strength of the Executive Drive location will provide a new
platform from which it may be marketed effectively.
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A New “Main Street” and “Town Square”
There currently exists a sharp disconnection between the properties along Executive Drive and
the Mall. In fact, much of this land area is given over to servicing and residual parking; its
identity is one of a “back door.” In order for the goals of the previous two concepts to be
achieved, this area must be redeveloped to become an integrating “seam.” We believe this may
be accomplished by redefining this portion of the Mall’s ring road to be a pedestrian-friendly and
visually active “Main Street” lined by the full range of uses described above. By performing the
redesign and construction of this street and assuming its ownership and maintenance, the City
will have provided the framework upon which a gateway to the district from Bluemound Road
may be created—a critical component to the success of the district.
In order to integrate the enclosed Mall program into this proposed urban neighborhood and
provide a central focus for the district, we believe the City should create a “Town Square,” or
urban park in a manner sensitive to the existing wetlands and natural area located west of the
mall. This should be designed to promote a strong and identifiable public space, and should be
clearly defined by its adjacent development. This space should have special care taken towards
accommodating the landscape and urban design details that make such spaces successful
including strong edge definition, a central feature, walkways and seating, and special lighting. In
addition to completing the design and construction of this park, we also recommend the City
assume its ownership and maintenance as an additional reinvestment tool. When complete, this
space will become the recognizable center of this new urban district.
A Revitalized District
We believe that by the successful implementation of the concepts outlined above, the City will
have created a successful alternative to the dated development patterns along the Bluemound
Corridor. By creating the type of mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly environment envisioned, the
City will have also provided a focal point for community life and reinvigorated its regional
identity.
Clearly, this represents the partial unraveling and recreation of a well-entrenched economic
system. But the larger pay-offs are clear; revitalizing Brookfield’s commercial core to meet the
demands of the contemporary marketplace represents the largest new market in Brookfield’s
future. The socio-political and economic effects of allowing this area to cycle downwards can be
seen locally by what has occurred around Northridge Shopping Center. We believe this is a
trend not localized to the Northridge community alone, but can be directly tied to the physical
patterns this type of suburban development has created.
The challenges faced by the existing Brookfield Square area cannot be solved only by the type of
physical planning described above. It requires a well-led, interdisciplinary, and collaborative
approach combining design, engineering, market, political, social, legal, financial, and development
expertise. As has been mentioned, we propose the output of this process to be a series of
partnerships between the City and private investors. These partnerships will be explored in the
following section.
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II. PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
In order to successfully accomplish the goals set forth in the previous section, the RTKL Team
recommends the City undertake Public/Private Partnerships. Although such partnerships are
often considered to take the form of financial assistance towards achieving a common goal,
public/private partnerships also take the form of a consensus-based re-entitlement, financial
tools to assist redevelopment efforts, facilitation of communication between various interest
groups, a more efficient and timely public review process, etc.
The RTKL Team has identified several partnering opportunities for the City to undertake with
private investors that combine the whole range of partnering types. These partnerships have
been specifically designed to promote development in an Initial Focus Area defined by the City
as those properties between Executive Drive, Moorland Road, Bluemound Road, and Brookfield
Square Drive (see page 7 for a map). They were specifically selected due to the impact related
reinvestment would have on this Initial Focus Area. The four proposed partnerships are:
Partnership One:

TIAA Realty
Preparing the real estate opportunity for partnership two.
Partnership Two: Samson Property/S&B Property
Providing an urban infill development opportunity to create a linkage
between Executive Drive developments with Brookfield Square.
Partnership Three: Brookfield Square Revitalization
Providing a central park amenity as a neighborhood focus and
promoting the expansion of the mall in a manner that reinforces a
new urban neighborhood of mixed-uses and activities.
Partnership Four: Firestone Redevelopment
Providing an urban infill mixed-use development opportunity on the
central park.
The ideal sequencing of these redevelopment efforts is intended to establish a strong and
identifiable gateway along Bluemound Road at the outset of redevelopment, building southward
and westward as the concept takes hold and the market responds. These partnerships should
be viewed as the initial investment in the district, which will leverage the remaining
redevelopment opportunities in the greater Study Area. This study has not set up a specific
phasing plan for infrastructure improvements; rather it promotes various strategies in
development approaches. Figures 5, 8, 11, and 14 reflect the necessary infrastructure
improvements for each partnership, which would be implemented at the time of the
partnership. Land and building values referenced in the analysis of the partnerships and in the
appendices are estimated and are subject to market verification. A detail analysis of each
partnership is presented on the following pages.
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Figure 1. Study Area Map
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Partnership One
Partnership Two
Partnership Three
Partnership Four
Initial Focus Area
Alternate Design
for Additional
Development
The ultimate use and
development of these
lands will be
reconciled under a
separate discussion
with landowners and
the impacted
neighborhood with the
Plan Commission and
Common Council
subsequently setting
policy for this area
(until this point, the
Calhoun Road South
Plan vision applies to
this area.)

Figure 2. Illustrative Masterplan Vision
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Partnership One: TIAA Realty
Goal:

To prepare real estate opportunity for partnership two.

Property Transfers:

City acquires Samson Property
City acquires S&B Property
City swaps southern portion of TIAA with portion of Samson Property

City Investments:

City has built garage and deeds to TIAA, retaining some parking rights
City constructs east/west roadway south of TIAA building

Private Investments:

None (TIAA may upgrade office building)

Opportunities:

Willing partner with TIAA to solidify their asset
Some retail turnover on Samson Property and S&B land

Challenges:

City revenue not realized until latter partnerships
Potential land assembly difficulties given low return for current owners.
(Return calculations are based on the assumption that current
properties are operating at stabilized market averages. This may not be
the case.)

Rationalization:

Visible results are needed and potential risk is beyond what the private
market would undertake. City return is realized in latter partnerships.

Table 1. Partnership One: TIAA Realty
Parcelization (Ac.)

Landbank

ROW*

TIAA

Total

TIAA

3.75

0.59

3.18

Sampson Property

4.42

0.45

0.74

5.61

1.14

3.92

13.55

S&B Property

0.32

Total

0.10

8.49

7.52

-

0.42

Public Investment
Land Purchase

Ac

@

$304,920

$1,839,786

Bldg Purchase

64,460

6.03

SF

@

$125.40

$8,083,408

Bldg Demo

64,460

SF

@

Tenant Relocation / Legal
Infrastructure**

Parking Deck*** (614 spaces)

From City Attorney

$1.00

See Detail in Appendix

193,500

SF

@

$30.00

Total

$2,000,000
$64,460

$685,286

$5,805,000
$18,477,941

Annual Fiscal Benefit
Loss of Taxable Land

Loss of Taxable Bldgs

64,460

9.63

Ac

SF

@

@

$5,535.84 ($53,330)

$1.91

Total
Private Return

($134,502)
Investment

^NOI

ROI

TIAA

$0

N/A

N/A

Samson Property

($7,544,377)

($543,910) 7.21%

S&B Property

($81,171)

($2,382,908)

($81,872)

3.44%

*ROW – Right of Way, NOI – Net Operating Income, ROI – Return on Investment
** Utility Costs Included; See Appendix 6 for Breakdown

*** Since Parking is currently free in Brookfield, it is assumed to have no market value worth taxing
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Partnership One: TIAA Realty

Figure 3. Illustrative Masterplan Concept

Figure 4. Parcelization

Figure 5. Parcelization & Infrastructure
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Partnership Two: Samson Property/S&B Property
Goal:

To provide an urban infill development opportunity to create a linkage
between Executive Drive development and Brookfield Square.
Property Transfers:
CBL deeds park area to City at no cost (removing land from tax roll and
CBL’s tax burden)
City sells parcels to private developer
City sells parking rights to private developer
City Investments:
City constructs east/west roadway south of old TIAA and Samson
Property
Private Investments:
Developer builds mixed-use residential and retail
Developer builds second parking garage
Developer builds mews streets.
Opportunities:
Create new residential product in regional marketplace
Challenges:
Community opinion on “density”
Rationalization:
City is partially reimbursed for initial investment
Residential activity creates “life” in district
Table 2. PartnershipTwo: Samson Property /S&B Property
Parcelization (Ac.)

Landbank

ROW*

Develop

Total

City of Brookfield

0.41

0.55

7.53

8.49

CBL

2.27

0.31

0.33

2.91

Total

2.68

0.86

7.86

11.40

Public Investment
Land Purchase

2.91

Ac @

$0

$0

Parking Value

83,199

SF @

$30.00

($2,495,961)

Land Sale

7.86

Infrastructure

Fees / Permit Revenue

578,642

Ac @

$304,920

See Detail in Appendix
SF @

$1.00

Total

($2,396,671)
$830,471

($578,642)
($4,640,803)

Private Investment Leveraged
Multifamily Residential

393,543

SF @

$82.90

$32,626,567

Parking Deck*** (323 spaces)

106,750

SF @

$30.00

$3,202,500

Townhome Residential
Retail (Storefront)

19,842
58,507

Infrastructure**
Total

SF @
SF @

$110.54
$88.19

See Detail in Appendix

578,642

$2,193,310
$5,159,732
$439,378

$43,621,487

Annual Fiscal Benefit
New Taxes (Multifamily)

393,543

SF @

$1.57

$618,178

New Taxes (Townhomes)

19,842

SF @

$2.90

$57,526

Gain of Taxable Land

4.95

Ac @

$5,535.84 $27,402

New Taxes (Retail)

58,507

SF @

$1.26

Total
Private Return

$73,675
$776,782

Investment

^NOI

ROI

CBL

$0

$16,109

N/A

Private Developer

$43,621,487

$4,743,111

10.87%

*ROW – Right of Way, NOI – Net Operating Income, ROI – Return on Investment
** Utility Costs Included; See Appendix 6 for Breakdown
*** Since Parking is currently free in Brookfield, it is assumed to have no market value worth taxing
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Partnership Two: Samson Property /S&B Property

Figure 6. Illustrative Masterplan Concept

Figure 7. Parcelization

Figure 8. Parcelization & Infrastructure
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Partnership Three: Brookfield Square Revitalization
Goal:

To provide a central urban amenity as a neighborhood focus while
expanding the mall along the “Main Street” to promote the linkage
between Executive Drive and Brookfield Square.

Property Transfers:

CBL / P A Bergner / JC Penney deed right of ways to City at no cost
(City assumes reconstruction and maintenance costs)

City Investments:

City constructs portion of “Main Street” along former ring road (see
Figure 11 and Appendix 7 for exact area)
City constructs public park

Private Investments:

CBL/Anchors add retail space according to City Plan
CBL builds parking garage

Opportunities:

Bring inside of Mall outside to create area-wide impacts

Challenges:

Coordination between CBL and anchors
Property transfers must include all players per the operating agreement.

Rationalization:

Mall can expand and remain viable while positively impacting district.

Table 3. Partnership Three: Brookfield Square Revitalization
Parcelization (Ac.)

Parkland

City of Brookfield

ROW*

2.03

0.65

PA Bergner

-

CBL / JC Penney

-

Total

Develop
-

2.68

0.83

18.65

19.48

2.25

32.66

36.94

0.77

2.03

Total

14.01

14.78

Public Investment
Land Purchase

1.60 Ac

Infrastructure**

@

$0

$0

$1.00

($561,575)

See Detail in Appendix

Fee / Permit Revenue

561,575

SF @

Total

$3,517,711
$2,956,136

Private Investment Leveraged
Mall Retail

125,119

SF

@

$106.60

$13,337,685

Anchor Retail

81,271

SF

@

$136.00

$11,052,856

Outparcel Retail

19,500

Parking Deck*** (1017 spaces) 335,685
Total

SF
SF

@
@

$88.19
$30.00

561,575

$1,719,705

$10,070,550
$36,180,796

Annual Fiscal Benefit
New Taxes (Mall)

125,119

SF

@

$3.24

$405,981

New Taxes (Anchor)

81,271

SF

@

$0.60

$48,999

New Taxes (Outparcel)
Loss of Taxable Land

19,500
1.60

SF
Ac

@

@

$1.26

$5,535.84

Total

($8,857)
$470,679

Private Return

Investment

^NOI

ROI

PA Bergner

$1,719,705

$228,150

13.27%

CBL / JC Penney

$24,555

$36,180,796

$2,977,576 8.23%

*ROW – Right of Way, NOI – Net Operating Income, ROI – Return on Investment
** Utility Costs Included; See Appendix 6 for Breakdown
*** Since Parking is currently free in Brookfield, it is assumed to have no market value worth taxing
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Partnership Three: Brookfield Square Revitalization
.
Reconstructed Main Street and
related development
Town Square
Potential Addition
New signal under separate
initiative (not in costs)
Mall Expansion and New Entry
Parking above Mall Expansion
Wing
Interior Mall Renovation and
Addition
Potential New Anchor

Figure 9. Illustrative Masterplan Concept

Figure 10. Existing Parcelization

Figure 11. Proposed Parcelization &
Infrastructure
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Partnership Four: Firestone Redevelopment
Goal:
Property Transfers:

City Investments:
Private Investments:

To provide an urban infill mixed use development opportunity.
CBL / JC Penney and Sears deed right of ways to City at no cost (City
assumes maintenance costs)
City acquires portion of Brookfield Investment Company (BIC) land
City acquires Firestone land (JC Penney)
City sells portion of land to developer
City constructs “Main Street” along former ring road
Developer builds parking garage and housing

Opportunities:

Continue Main Street concept south of park, capitalizing on green space

Challenges:

Coordination between CBL and anchors

Rationalization:

City is partially reimbursed for initial investment
Residential activity creates “life” in district
Table 4. Partnership Four: Firestone Redevelopment
Parcelization (Ac.)

BIC

ROW*

Brookfield Investment Co.
Sears

CBL / JC Penney
Total

Develop

Total

3.87

0.55

0.50

4.92

-

0.79

-

0.79

0.74

0.75

1.79

4.61

2.09

2.29

3.28
8.99

$304,920

$1,094,663

Public Investment
Land Purchase

Building Purchase

-

Tenant Relocation / Legal
Building Demo / Cleanup
Land Sale

$15,800

Infrastructure**
Fees / Permits

3.59

2.29

464,835

Ac @
SF @

SF @
Ac @

$125

$1.00

$304,920

See Detail in Appendix
SF @

$1.00

Total

$0

$200,000
$15,800

($698,267)

$2,636,961
($464,835)
$4,765,673

Private Investment Leveraged
Retail

33,330

SF @

$106.60

$3,552,978

Parking Deck*** (697 spaces)

230,125

SF @

$30.00

$6,903,750

Multifamily Residential

Total

201,380

SF @

$82.90

464,835

$16,695,302
$27,152,030

Annual Fiscal Benefit
New Taxes (Retail)

33,330

SF @

$1.26

$41,971

Los of Taxable Bldg

15,800

SF @

$0.60

$9,526

New Taxes (Residential)
Loss of Taxable Land

201,380
1.30

SF @
Ac @

$1.57

$5,535.84 ($11,570)

Total
Private Return

$316,327

$337,202
Investment

^NOI

ROI

BIC

$0

$0

N/A

Developer

$27,152,030

$1,964,588 7.24%

*BIC – Brookfield Investment Company ROW – Right of Way, NOI – Net Operating Income, ROI – Return on Investment
** Utility Costs Included; See Appendix 6 for Breakdown
*** Since Parking is currently free in Brookfield, it is assumed to have no market value worth taxing
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Partnership 4: Firestone Redevelopment

Figure 12. Illustrative Masterplan Concept

Figure 13. Existing Parcelization

Figure 14. Proposed Parcelization and
Infrastructure
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Return on Partnerships
The following reflect points of consideration when viewing the partnership details in total:
•

•
•

•

When combining the four core partnerships described herein, the net total City investment
would total some $23 million dollars. Although this amount may initially be viewed as high,
it should be analyzed in the appropriate context. The Overall Study Area currently pays
$6.3 million in taxes every year, and the net fiscal benefit of these four partnerships is over
$1.5 million per year. If this area is not preserved, it will continue to decline, as evidenced
in numerous communities elsewhere, and create additional tax burdens on the residential
property owners.
Considering the first partnerships, the City will have leveraged almost $5 in private funds for
every $1 in public investment. In ERA’s experience, this is above average for redevelopment
projects, and an excellent return.
The targeted development in the Initial Focus Area will create impacts throughout the
Overall Study Area through market stabilization, property upgrades, and increased densities
on neighboring properties like those on Executive Drive and north of Bluemound Road, all
of which create new tax revenues to the City.
The phasing of the infrastructure improvements and velocity of development need to be
aligned to insure the tax increments are available to pay off the bonds. (Development
velocity is dependent on market support. Since a market analysis was not included in this
scope, we offer no opinion as to the likely speed of development.)

The following table summarizes our analysis of the plan for the four proposed partnerships, for
the Initial Focus Area, and for the Overall Study Area. The City indicated that they did not wish
to use the entire City’s legal TIF limit of 7.0%, but instead wish to keep it at 4.5%. The Initial
Focus Area is slightly less than this 4.5% figure.
Table 5. Summary Payback Analysis
Current Share

Potential

Tax

Investment2

Partnership 1

$15,120,100 0.33%

$18,478,000

Partnership 3

$103,771,400 2.29%

$2,956,000

$470,700

7.6

Total 3 Partnerships

$119,909,100 2.64%

$16,793,000

$79,802,000

4.75 $1,113,000

27.2

Total 4 Partnerships

$126,464,100 2.79%

$21,559,000 $106,954,000

4.96 $1,450,200

26.4

4.5% of Tax Base3

$204,067,000 4.50%

$28,487,000

$2,285,845

19.3

Assessed Value

of

Base

Public

Private Lever

Investment

age

Gross Tax TIF Payback
Increment

Period1

Leveraged Ratio

Partnership Summary
Partnership 2

Partnership 4

Initial Focus Area

Overall Study Area

$1,017,600 0.02% ($4,641,000)

$6,555,000 0.14%

$166,213,000 3.67%
$329,799,700 7.27%

$4,766,000

$0

$36,181,000 12.24
$27,152,000

$21,559,000 $138,226,045
$28,487,000

($134,500)

$43,621,000

5.70

$776,800

$337,200

6.41 $1,861,900

24.0
17.2

Too large to TIF – over 7% of City’s tax base

Assumptions:
1

100% of gross tax increment is available to support TIF bonds @ 4.75%

2

Accounting allocation based on land area - not actual development costs to implement each partnership

3Area

selected assumed to have similar increment ratio as the Initial Focus Area does due to redevelopment

See Figure 2 for plan of Partnerships and Initial Study Area. See Figure 1 for Overall Study Area.
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III. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
Development Approaches:
In order to implement the partnerships and transactions detailed in the previous section, there
are several approaches that may be analyzed; ranging from a proactive legislative process to an
active publicly led redevelopment approach. Each of these approaches promotes the renovation
of the mall, including the addition of a new anchor and more leasable space. The following
reflects a summary of these alternative development approaches for the City’s consideration.
1. Execute Partnerships One - Three. This strategy would have the City enter into letter of
intent agreements with the various land owners outlined in Partnerships one through three
in anticipation of an upcoming development. This agreement would outline land purchase
price, order of events, and responsibilities of each party. Once a master development entity
is chosen through an rfp process, the city would purchase the Samson Property, perform a
land swap with TIAA Realty, and sell the newly formed parcel to the development entity.
This would occur in one coordinated transaction and not require the City to spend any
money on land purchase until the terms of the transaction and selection of development
entity have been finalized.
Pros:
The City has maximum control over timing and quality of infill development.
Cons:
This approach requires a larger initial Public subsidy.
2. Execute Partnerships One - Three with Samson Property/S&B Property owners as Partners. This
strategy would be identical to that of the previous strategy (1) with one key exception.
Rather than purchasing the Samson Property and S&B Property, the City would enter into a
partnership with these groups in the land sale process. Such a partnership may include the
city executing the infrastructure and parking garage, and the Samson Property/S&B Property
retaining right to the newly created redevelopment parcel (see parcelization diagram for
partnership two) with an agreement in place specifying the terms of this process and timing
for land sale/development. Thus, Samson/S&B may benefit either from the proceeds of the
land sale to the residential developer, or may enter into a development partnership
themselves with this residential developer, or retain ownership of the property while
orchestrating a long-term ground lease with the residential developer.
Pros:
The City has strong control over timing and quality of infill development.
This approach does not require the substantial land purchase.
Samson/S&B maintain investment opportunities
Cons:
This approach requires Samson/S&B’s approval and agreement.
3. Execute Partnerships Three and Four and Initiate an Active Marketing Program. This strategy
would have the City enter into Partnerships Three and Four concurrently. The timing of
this execution would follow a similar track to that detailed in Strategy One to reduce the
risk of initial acquisition costs. At the same time, the City would initiate an active marketing
and public relations program aimed at stimulating interest in the development and
investment community. Specifically, the City would approach likely development and
investment candidates on both a local, regional, and national level with the details of the real
estate opportunities inherent in Partnerships One and Two as well as the overall
redevelopment area. This would be undertaken in an effort to stimulate private execution
of these concepts.
Pros:
The city has immediate control over the timing and quality of the mall
redevelopment, residential infill and primary redevelopment framework. It also
has a tangible product for use in marketing efforts to development interests.
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Cons:

The City has less control over the timing and quality of infill development at the
development gateway along Bluemound and would experience greater soft
costs.

4. Execute Partnership Three and Initiate an Active Marketing Program. This strategy would have
the City enter into Partnership Three initially. As with the previous strategy, the City would
initiate an active marketing campaign aimed at stimulating interest in partnerships One, Two,
and Four.
Pros:
The city has immediate control over the timing and quality of the mall
redevelopment and primary redevelopment framework. It also has a tangible
product (Town Square and partnership details) for use in marketing efforts to
development interests.
Cons:
The City has less control over the timing and quality of infill development and
greater soft costs.
5. Initiate an Active Marketing Program. This strategy would have the City initiate an active
marketing campaign aimed at stimulating interest in all partnerships and the overall
redevelopment concept. This approach would not be advisable unless the Fundamental
Actions outlined below had been executed previously.
Pros:
The City does not have to provide initial subsidies other than administrative
costs.
Cons:
The City has less control over the timing and quality of infill development.
Fundamental Actions
Regardless of which development approach the City decides to pursue, there are a series of
fundamental implementation activities that we recommend the City implement in order for this
redevelopment effort to be prepared for success.
1. Undertake a study to determine appropriate phasing of infrastructure improvements:
These redevelopment approaches anticipate key infrastructure improvements, including
streetscape and utilities. Many costs can be allocated to specific projects as has been
shown in the financial analysis, however, additional costs (including storm sewer
improvements, etc.) that are not directly associated with particular partnerships are still
necessary for the general needs of the development area in general. In order to better
define the specific timing of these improvements, the City should undertake a market
study specifically targeted to the absorption period behind the redevelopment program
in this strategy. This would form the basis for a Tax Increment Financing Plan to identify
the timing of new revenue (new development) and costs (infrastructure, etc.).
2. Enact Tax Increment Financing and create the related TIF District: The boundaries of
this District should be carefully defined to take advantage of the maximum potential for
tax increment generation. See below for further discussion on TIF in the study area.
3. Investigate further redevelopment tools: The City should investigate the establishment
of additional financial vehicles to assist this redevelopment effort. Such tools include the
creation of a Business Improvement District, Public Improvement District and other
special assessment district concepts. Other communities across the nation have also
explored small additions to the sales tax to fund special community-based improvements
of this nature. These additional tools may help to close any gaps that exist between
what has been outlined in the partnerships and what the community desires to fund.
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4. Prepare specific Design Guidelines to be used in conjunction with the overlay zoning.
These guidelines should focus on the special and material qualities of the development,
and should set the standards for the street framework design. It is intended that these
guidelines will provide a consistent reference and vision from which future development
may be planned.
5. Prepare a formal redevelopment plan, meeting all requirements of Wisconsin State
Statutes.
6. Adopt a fast-track development approval process. It is intended that the City make its
approval process as efficient as possible for all new development that meets the
requirements of the design standards and zoning. As such, one staff individual should be
identified as the central city contact for this district. This individual will be responsible
for coordinating the various internal City departments in an initial strategy meeting with
the applicant as well as necessary follow-up meetings. It is intended that this individual
include all necessary staff and elected personnel (as needed) necessary for ultimate plan
approval.
7. Analyze existing development codes to determine which issues may arise from a
development submittal. Once identified, perform necessary research and analysis with
the appropriate building officials or fire safety officers to acquaint them with the related
infill development issues prior to a formal submittal.
8. Pursue an active marketing and public relations program. Initiate an active marketing
campaign aimed at stimulating interest in all partnerships and the overall redevelopment
concept.
Tax Increment Financing
It is recommended that the City utilize Tax Increment Financing (TIF) 1for this redevelopment
effort. If such financing is to be used, there are several important factors to consider. First, ERA
understands that Wisconsin law limits the amount of property that can be placed into a TIF as
7% of the municipal tax base. 2 Additionally, the entire increment can be utilized for TIF bonds,
as long as the other taxing entities (e.g. schools) concur.
The current City of Brookfield tax base totals $4.5 billion; seven percent (7%) of this is $317
million. This is the maximum amount of property that can be included in the TIF boundary. ERA
understands that the City’s current excellent bond rating would translate into an annual interest
rate of 4.75% for a 20-year payback term. If the development within the TIF area is similar to
that of the Initial Focus Area, then the City would be able to raise up to $45 million in TIF
bonds. 3 However, these funds must be utilized sparingly, since the City has several
redevelopment needs and opportunities elsewhere.
Table 6. Brookfield TIF Funding Potential Summary
Total City Tax Base
TIF Maximum

Assumed Increment

Increment in Initial Focus Area:

Tax Revenues

Maximum Bondable

20

7.0%

59%

Tax Rate: 0.01907
yr

4.75%

$4,534,818,000
$317,437,260
$186,419,169
$3,555,759

$45,267,194

Source: City of Brookfield, ERA
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The City of Brookfield is exploring several options for the TIF boundary near Brookfield Square.
The Overall Study Area initially delineated in this assignment cover 7.27% of the City’s tax base,
and therefore a subset of this area must be selected. The Initial Focus Area is 3.7% of the City’s
tax base. 4 City officials indicated that they wish to limit the potential TIF allocation in this area
to slightly more than half of their total capacity (i.e. 4.5%). Therefore, there are some decisions
that must be made in terms of prioritizing development projects.
1

TIF utilizes the increase in property taxes in an area (the increment) from redevelopment to pay back bonds. The
bond revenues fund the construction of infrastructure that is required to make the redevelopment occur in that area.
2
If a TIF were already in place, the amount that could be placed in a subsequent TIF, plus the increment of all existing
TIFs cannot exceed 5% of the municipal tax base.
3
The debt coverage ratio would reduce this figure.
4
Note that the Initial Focus Area excludes the Sheraton Hotel.
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